Company Information
We are a professional manufacturer of sharp and durable cutting wheel. One of the most
influential company supplies hot sale cutting wheel in Asia.
Because of more than 20 years manufacturing experience for Cutting disc, we create unique
competitiveness. We always put "Customer first, quality first, service first" as our AIM, this makes
our company take the leading position in a sharp and durable cutting wheel market.
We have an office in Zhengzhou Henan China, the silicon carbide base, which boasts excellent
geographical location and integrated road, railway and air transportation network extending to all
directions. We always carry through the cooperation principles "customer first, honesty, quality
assurance, creating the brilliancy together". Because of the good working performance, our cutting
disc is named the sharpest tooth by our customer.
We pay 100% attention to the quality of hot sale cutting wheel. The product cutting disc quality
must be controlled from the source, the material of cutting disc must be selected strictly. The
international advanced production technology and equipment can make sure that there is no
mistake in manufacturing cutting disc process. we are proud of S.AURORA cutting disc, not only
the production technology, but also each batch of cutting disc will be taken a quality test to ensure
perfection, we never neglect any tiny piece. Including material selection for cutting disc, Design
logo, Print Packing. Etc.
We will be your friend with honesty, try our best to be your best manufacturer with trust, to be
your best partner.

Production Process
We can supply all kinds of hot sale cutting wheel. Such as supply hot sale 9'' 230*3*22 mm sharp
and durable cutting off the wheel. When we produced 9” 230*3*22 mm flat cutting disc.
We will choose Black color gravel and light yellow Fiber web. The Firstly, Mixing the
material---The second, cooling mixed materials---The third, Weighing for each item----The Fourth,
Material addition according to the mold---The Fifth, Screening the material---The sixth, Place the
label on the 9” Cutting disc, then through the pressing and heating by the machine. The most
important is testing the balance for the 9-inch cutting disc. We will pick out the unbalanced cutting
disc because they are unstable after production. It will be very dangerous to use. The last one is
stoving hot sale 9" cut off wheel Resin EN12413 Cutting discs, after more than ten hours of
calcination, these samples 230*3*22 mm Resin EN12413 Cutting discs items were finally
completed.
Before packing, each piece of 230*3*22 mm Resin cutting disc must pass the strict screening.
Such as safety tests, work efficiency test, quality tests, etc. Only with the absolute quality and
passing tests, the product for 9-inch cutting disc could leave our workshop. The finally we can

pack Super thin Cutting disc 230*3*22 mm according to the customer requirement. Then the
items of 9-inch cutting disc can be a load.

Product Export Range
We are one of the sharp and durable cutting wheel supplier Top Company in China. Our products
are exported to more than 50 countries. Exported to the Middle East, South Africa, South America,
and Asia. Such as the United Arab Emirates, Singapore, Kuwait, Cambodia, Azerbaijan, Sri Lanka,
Australia, Nigeria and so on.
We know The 9 inch 230*3*22 mm sharp and durable cutting off wheel is Hot sell in Nigeria. And
they like high quality and cut faster 230*3*22 mm cutting disc. My customers told us that The
Consumption in the Nigeria market for each day. It about is Tens of millions for one day in the
whole Nigeria market. This is an amazing number when I hear it. Obviously, this size 230*3 mm
sharp cutting off wheel is selling very well in Nigeria.
A customer from South Africa, when we discussed, He told us The 230 mm EN12413 resin sharp
Cutting disc sell well in the market. And they want to purchase Grade a quality cutting disc with a
Competitive price. Now they would like to choose Chinese suppliers. As we know, China has
many manufacturers. And the price will be cheaper than another country. So many customers will
choose import cutting disc from China. It will save some cost.

Why You Choose Us
1) From the major Abrasive market
2) Very fine nearby 98%
3) Very hard
4) Ensure our cutting disc very sharp, durable and stable.
5) We will provide solutions to you when having a problem.
1) We only supply Grade a quality for cutting disc.
2) Our cutting disc must be testing first before you load goods.
3) We can supply sharper or more durable of cutting disc according to your requirement.
4) We would like to supply some samples for your testing before you please order.

